Introduction

Models of Fracture in Disordered Solids and Statistics
If one applies tensile stress on a solid, the solid elongates and gets strained. The stress (σ) -strain ( ) relation is linear for small stresses (Hooke's law) after which nonlinearity appears in most cases. Finally at a critical stress σ f , depending on the material, amount of disorder, the specimen size, etc., the solid breaks into pieces; fracture occurs. In the case of brittle solids, the fracture occurs immediately after the Hookean linear region, and consequently the linear elastic theory can be applied to study the essentially nonlinear and irreversible static fracture properties of brittle solids [1] . With extreme perturbation, therefore, the mechanical or electrical properties of solids tend to get destabilised and failure or breakdown occurs. In fact, these instabilities in the solids often nucleate around disorder, which then plays a major role in the breakdown properties of the solids. The growth of these nucleating centres, in turn, depends on various statistical properties of the disorder, namely the scaling properties of percolating structures, its fractal dimensions, etc. These statistical properties of disorder induce some scaling behaviour for the breakdown of the disordered solids [2, 3] .
Obviously with more and more random voids, the linear response of, for example, the modulus of elasticity Y (say, the Young's modulus) of the solid decreases. So also does the breaking strength of the material: the fracture strength σ f of the specimen. For studying most of these mechanical (elastic) breakdown problems of randomly disordered solids, one can take the lattice model of disordered solids. In these lattice models, a fraction p of the bonds (or sites) is intact, with the rest (1 − p) being randomly broken or cut. Fluctuations in the random distribution give rise to random clusters of springs inside the bulk, for which the statistics is well developed [4] , and one can investigate the effect of the voids or impurity clusters on the ultimate strength of the (percolating) elastic network of the bulk solid [2, 3] . One can also consider and compare the results for failure strength of the solids with random bond strength distribution, as for example, in random fibre bundle models (see e.g. [6, 7, 8]) . As is well known, the initial variations (decreases) of the linear responses like the elastic constant Y so the breakdown strengths σ f are analytic with the impurity (dilution) concentration. Near the percolation threshold [4] p c , up to (and at) which the solid network is marginally connected through the nearest neighbour occupied bonds or sites and below which the macroscopic connection ceases, the variations in these quantities with p are expected to become singular, the leading singularities being expressed by the respective critical exponents. The exponents for the modulus of elasticity Y ∼ ∆p Unlike that for the "classical" linear responses of such solids, the extreme nature of the breakdown statistics, nucleating from the weakest point of the sample, gives rise to a non-self-averaging property. We will discuss (in the next section) these distribution functions F (σ), giving the cumulative probability of failure of a disordered sample of linear size L. We show that the generic form of the function F (σ) can be either the Weibull [2] form
where Λ(p) is determined by the linear response like the elasticity of the disordered solid by some other lattice statistical quantity etc. and φ is an exponent discussed in the next section.
In another kind of model for disordered systems, a loaded bundle of fibres represents the various aspects of fracture process through its self-organised dynamics. The fibre bundle model study was initiated by Pierce [6] in the context of testing the strength of cotton yarns. Since then, this model has been studied from various points of view. Fibre bundles are of two classes with respect to the time dependence of fibre strength: The "static" bundles contain fibres
